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1. Trends

As in the past, new, improved machines will shape the future of transportation
logistics. Larger ships capable of carrying up to 1,400 containers are now under
development. Larger airplanes, which can take off vertically, fly low over oceans or use
new energy sources, are all realistic possibilities. Better railroads and truck tracking
systems will improve ground transport.

Such developments change the role of the traditional freight handler who will manage
integrated and automated trade processing. Much of this will be electronic, including
the widespread adoption of a unique corporate ID number and a legally binding e-
signature. To improve the quality of personnel, fulfi ll security needs and foster updated
management, the freight industry must undertake enhanced training and professional
development, and must employ up-to-date technology.

Trade associations should steer professional development, such as encouraging
standardization, representation and industry benchmarking.

2. Future and its Risks / The World´s Best and Worst

Companies that have applied these new approaches and have redesigned their logistics
networks have an advantage over those who are still struggling to catch up with the
fast-paced business world. Companies with redesigned networks can find more
logistical advantages by using new techniques, information technology and partnering
concepts to meet shifting customer demands.

The questions that will dominate supply-chain logistics in the future include:

• How can you achieve standardization and simplification in an environment that is
increasingly complex, both structurally and operationally?

• How can you negate years of operating under the win-lose mentality that hinders
progress toward more effective systems? How can you create networks built on trust
and mutual benefi ts?

• What structure can companies use to manage their logistics systems in the face of
increased demand for speed, accuracy and the quickest possible responses?

• How can companies shift those who manage logistics away from shipping and
transportation and toward a more holistic approach that includes forecasting,
purchasing, planning and selective outsourcing of services?

You need to answer these questions and many others as your company analyzes its
supply systems. Logistics play a key role in these systems, and will become the major
catalyst as you work to establish partnerships along your supply chain.
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Combining your organization with another organization could be the best move you
ever make.

• Combining your organization with another organization could be the worst move you
ever make, if you’re not willing to manage the combination properly.

• Mergers, acquisitions and alliances are like mental Molotov cocktails for your
employees.

• If you don’t prepare your employees for combinations, you may lose them.

• When you decide to combine with another organization, don’t forget to keep serving
customers.

• Unhappy employees after a combination breed unhappy fi nancial returns after a
combination.

• Fix your business’ problems before seeking a partner.

• Don’t rush into a combination.

• Expect cultures to clash when you bring two organizations together.

• Once you’ve combined with another organization, you’re work has just begun.

THE PROS AND CONS: THE BEST COMBINATION

A marriage between your company and another entity might produce unfathomable
strengths, giving your organization the ability to do things that you could never do on
your own. Or it might wrack your company, causing your best and brightest employees
to fl ee, your customers to run for the hills, and your productivity to disappear down the
toilet. Combining your forces with another organization is serious business. First you
have to fi nd the right company to join, then you have to fi nance the merger, and then
you have to fi nance the merger some more. Even if the execution of the deal is fl
awless, there’s still the pressure of that debt that’s threatening to suck you dry.

At the same time, you have to watch your current organization, your current employees
and your current customers. But don’t get discouraged. The right combination, at the
right time, managed in the right way could be the best thing that ever happens to your
organization.

A great combination is based on the idea of productive capacity – that is, on the idea of
a more effective and efficient business. You want to fi nd a partner that can help you
help yourself. You want to be able to help your new relations help themselves, too.
And, ideally, you’ll merge in such a way that an entirely new asset or capacity appears.
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MISMANAGED DEALS COST

Mismanaging  your  merger  can  have  long-term  effects  on  every  aspect  of  your
organization. First and foremost, it can really get under the skin of your employees.
When you merge with another organization, it’s inevitable that some people are going
to lose their jobs. You can’t help that, but you can help the survivors to cope with
survivor guilt, a common and well-documented result of layoffs. In addition to this
guilt, survivors may lose their faith – perhaps the very faith that caused you to retain
them in the fi rst place – in the organization. Watching one’s colleagues disappear is a
traumatic  event.  Your  employees  will  always  have  a  lurking  fear  that  they  might  be
next.  Also,  if  they  feel  that  their  pals  weren’t  dealt  a  fair  hand in  being  laid  off  or  in
their layoff package, their loyalty to the company might drop. People perform best
when they feel in control of their working environment. A mismanaged combination
wreaks havoc on control.

The psychological effects don’t end in the heads of your employees. They can have a
direct impact on the fi nancial stability of your organization. Productivity can fall
drastically due to a loss of focus among your employees. You simply cannot let your
employees  slack  off  or  become  melodramatic  about  a  merger.  They  shouldn’t  be
spending their time in the office obsessing about the past or the future. They’ve got
jobs  to  do.  Healthcare  costs  can  also  rise  as  a  result  of  a  mismanaged  combination.
Stress and strain can wear down even your strongest employees.

3. Opportunities

THE PROS AND CONS PHASE

If  you  want  to  lead  a  combination,  you’ve  got  to  live  the  combination.  Remember,
you’re going to be dealing with two sets of people who have gotten used to doing
things in two separate ways. You’ve got to convince them to keep their eyes on a new
way, to set their hearts on a new organization. Several tasks await you:

1. You’ve got to have a vision. Yeah, vision gets a bad rap sometimes, but when you’re
trying to lead two ships into the same harbor, you’ve got to have a unifying principle.
Without direction, people will jump ship.

2. Set up integration principles and priorities. While a vision will keep people’s eyes on
the prize, people also need something to guide their day-to-day activities. Define
relationships. Guide behavior.

3. Don’t forget your people. Empathy is your greatest asset in the combination phase.
At the same time, and sometimes conversely, try to communicate clearly. You’re the
general,  and you’ve got a lot  of  scared troops beneath you. Sometimes they’ll  need a
hug; sometimes they’ll need to know that the enemy is waiting just over the next hill.

4. Monitor culture clash. Don’t ignore culture clash. There is tension in every
combination, since every organization does things differently. If you don’t talk about it,
it will fester.
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THE NEXT PHASE

Once the combination is in place and two organizations are starting to function as one,
you’ve got a few more wild horses to ride into the stable. A whole new culture is going
to develop. Executives will try to make their mark on the new organization. New norms
will spring into place. New opportunities will rush to greet you. In other words, your
work is not over once a combination is crawling along. You’ve still got to teach it how
to walk, how to jog and how to sprint. You’ve got to make sure that you don’t lose the
momentum of early success.

Here’s how:

1. Keep your people focused. Once your employees have dealt with the reshuffl ing
process, they’ll be full of energy. They’ll be excited to contribute to the future of the
new organization. The problem is, they’ll also be overwhelmed with the changes. This
can create stress equal to or greater than their initial guilt and fear associated with the
layoffs that accompanied your combination.

2.  Don’t  rush  implementation.  People  are  going  to  want  to  get  on  with  their  lives.
They’re going to want to make up for lost time, lost business, lost customers and lost
money. Remind them that they’re driving a bigger car now. They’re going to have to
take some time getting used to the way it handles a sharp turn, the way it accelerates
and slows down and the way it reacts to rainy conditions.

3. Build teams. Don’t let people get so wrapped up in moving forward that they forget
about their new colleagues. If teams and teamwork were the cornerstone of your
success in the past, they will also be the cornerstone of your success in the future.
Foster new bonds of trust.

4. Regionalization Strategies

It is very common to try to grow making the things that had previously functioned
correctly, but in different environments the reactions and the business development is
going to have a different behavior. Before trying to regionalize, a huge study of the
conditions must be made in order to achieve the desired results.

Let’s talk about a general kind of business in an Hispanic target… first you will have to
ask sincerely if you know those whom you are trying to sell or do you just want to sell
more? Do you know hispanics?

EXAMPLE: THE HISPANIC MARKET

The  Hispanic  market,  the  fastest  growing  ethnic  segment  in  the  United  States,  is
projected to have $1 trillion in purchasing power by 2007. Hispanics are an extremely
diverse ethnic group from a variety of backgrounds. To market successfully to
Hispanics, develop a well-researched, integrated strategy. Hispanics assume
mainstream habits and patterns through acculturation.
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Before entering the Hispanic market, study the field, the competition, and your
company’s distribution, pricing, staffing, advertising and promotion. Externally,
evaluate "macro and industry trends, the competitive environment and the consumer.
Internally, assess your company's ability to do business in the Hispanic market. The
internal assessment must include every function of your business that could potentially
affect a Hispanic customer’s experience. Create a "critical issue statement" to highlight
opportunities and obstacles. Develop systems to evaluate your Hispanic marketing
program over time.

A HUGE POTENTIAL

The Hispanic market is growing faster than any other U.S. population segment. In
2000, the Census Bureau reported that 13% of the country’s 281,4 million population
was Hispanic.

That translates into 35.3 million people, a number which is expected to grow 34% by
2010. Businesses of all kinds are tapping into the lucrative Hispanic market. Yet, to
reach this market successfully, your company must develop a well-researched,
integrated strategy that works within its operating framework and aligns with its other
goals.

HISPANICS?

Hispanics are not an easy group to categorize. They come from a variety of ethnic,
racial and socioeconomic groups, religions and nationalities. Immigration, particularly
from Mexico and Latin America, is expected to account for half of the U.S. Hispanic
population’s growth over the next two decades, while U.S.-born Hispanics will account
for the other half. Hispan Telligence, a division of Hispanic Business magazine,
currently estimates that Hispanic purchasing power is about $700 billion; it is projected
to reach $1 trillion by 2007. Sixty-six percent of the U.S. Hispanic population lives in
the major cities of California, Texas, Florida, New York, Illinois and Arizona. But
Hispanics have begun to settle in other parts of the country, including Georgia,
Colorado, North Carolina, Nebraska and Washington.

THE ACCULTURATION PROCESS

Hispanics adopt mainstream habits and patterns through acculturation, which differs
from assimilation in preserving rather than replacing unique cultural traits. Many
factors contribute to Hispanics’ resistance to assimilation, including the availability of
Hispanic products and services, proximity to Mexico and Latin America, and access to
Spanish language media. Also, many Hispanic immigrants view settling in the U.S. as a
temporary move, so they resist assimilation. Acculturation occurs when they decide to
make the U.S. their permanent home or when they are born in the U.S. An individual
Hispanic consumer’s level of acculturation affects his or her actions and purchasing
patterns.
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THE RIGHT APPROACH

Many corporations now recognize the incredible impact that the growth of the Hispanic
market has on the U.S. business environment. However, rather than design a proactive,
strategic marketing plan for the Hispanic market, companies often respond with spotty,
isolated  efforts  that  don’t  mesh  with  their  corporate  goals.  This  does  not  lead  to
success. To reach the Hispanic market successfully, conduct a thorough assessment of
the  sector  of  the  market  you  want,  your  company’s  ability  to  serve  this  market,  the
competition, and your distribution, pricing, staffing, advertising and promotion
capacity. Identify and plan for obstacles such as lack of support from senior
management, limited resources and resistance to change, the perception of risk,
language barriers and unrealistic expectations.

Assess your growth opportunities in the Hispanic market. Consider the internal staff
and consultants required to create and support the plan, your need for market
research, your timeframe, the costs and the projected results. Once you get approval,
assemble your assessment team.

Include members from strategic and corporate planning, research and development,
manufacturing, marketing, human resources, finance and other departments directly
involved. Typical assessments include external and internal components. The external
assessment is broken down into “macro and industry trends,” “the competitive
environment” and “the consumer.”

“A MACRO VIEW”

Hispanic marketing strategy must include a clear understanding of the industry, the
competition and the Hispanic consumer. Learn about the demographic, political,
economical, cultural and social environment where you plan to operate. Develop a
working knowledge of the labor and immigration issues that have an impact upon the
Hispanics you want to reach. Look at the Hispanic influence on U.S. culture as seen in
cuisine, music, movies, fashion and the media. Turn to professional quality resources
for macro analysis, including Hispan Telligence, the Selig Center for Economic Growth
and the Pew Research Center “fact tank.”

BUSINESS CASE: EL POLLO LOCO

El Pollo Loco is a fast-food restaurant specializing in delicious marinated chicken.
Established in northern Mexico, it crossed the border to Los Angeles in 1980. At that
time, El Pollo Loco conducted a demographic analysis to evaluate Mexican population
trends in the U.S. The company first opened in locations that are heavily populated by
Mexican immigrants. Each restaurant employs Spanish-speaking staff, and provides
bilingual promotional and training materials. El Pollo Loco serves Hispanic customers as
well as other patrons. In 2004, the restaurant had a 6.1% sales growth. The owners
planned to open several locations in the Chicago area in 2005.
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PERSONAL REFLECTIONS

Life is strange sometimes. I believe myself as an experienced man in the marketing
promotions  field  and  suddenly  I  decide  to  migrate  to  a  new job  making  away my 17
previous  years  career  and  realize  that  I  am right  now just  a  beginner  in  the  logistics
activity.  With that in my mind, everything that I  have been trying to do at the time I
start this new and I must emphasize “entirely new” experience for. We have previously
talk  about  skills,  even  passion  types,  that  help  to  understand  in  a  critical  way  if
someone is doing the right things.  Time goes really fast. There’s no chance to spend it
wrongly, there is no way to loose it and there are no conveniences doing so. Even when
at big organizations like the one I am on right now work mainly in 1 large shift Monday
to  Friday  and  there  is  no  work  to  do  on  weekends,  sometimes  if  you  really  want  to
succeed you must take some work to your home. It is very usual that everyone works
quite well during the week, but I have to recognize that everyone is playing during the
day.

There is, at least as far as I have presence, a very short view, a very limited interest in
growing from the great amount of people in the job. If I can say, probably just 20% are
really trying to do the right things and more, to grow better, faster, with more strength
and power  than  the  others,  their  attitudes  are  the  best  and  even  if  the  attitude  fails
when making a straight comparison with someone of the same 20% selected team,
finally the sum of their will makes the result.

All the rest, the 80% are divided in three groups:

The ones that are brilliant, very useful people with a lot of knowledge and correct
attitude, but being tremendously clear that they never make a second effort, they leave
things peacefully and less stressed the more time they can, they observe and reserve
their opinions and actions, probably the extern their opinions but in private forums,
where the critic is easy and finds similar audiences so it will remain the same, they like
to live, work, take lunch, coffee, meals at the same time, always with the same people,
just from their area, teams or departments. They don’t accept easily anyone from other
areas and if doing so it will be just because they think as they do or will try in the first
15 days to convert it to the same model as they have.

The ones that are not so brilliant, but they obey. Those that smile when they feel it is
needed. They maintain in silence if necessary, they will act as team members, but just
in the times needed and hours contracted, they are not so capable of doing special
works and they are not so good networking with others, but they are there.

The last ones are the worst ones. They are going to be removed quickly. They just make
the organization spend money in the human resources department and the recruiting
areas  specifically  hates  them,  but  are  needed also  for  them to  justify  their  activities.
Sometimes even when human resources and the chiefs know that those ones are not
going to be able to do the work, they invited them just as a strategy for not loosing a
place  or  a  vacant  position.  Other  times,  they  invite  inadequate  candidates  just  to
bother the manager or the direct executive that is going to work with them. Any way,
those are inevitable and are the worst ones for all the organization.

Probably my view is rare or too strict,  because I just now understand how the wheel
runs in these big organizations. The need of success is big from the company and from
the executives, but it is not easy to move the company from a place to another.
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You must have to be recognized first as an important piece of the company, in order to
make them hear what you say. It doesn’t matter if what you say is the greatest truth in
the earth, if you are new; it will just look as a vague idea and won’t necessarily work.
In fact it is most probable that your idea will be delivered delicate and kindly into the
waste basket. And that is not a joke. It is very important to make all the things that the
book says but more to combine them pointing to the roof, but taking care of the walls.
You must try to access the higher floors, but never forgetting the subways, the
foundations, the lobby steps.

Making this analogy, I shall remember a say that my wife uses, when wanting to state
how to walk in a swamp without being dirtied of manure. It is not easy, though,
because if you try to make your relation since the foundations, the bigger ones, the
powerful  ones  will  see  you  as  a  less  skilled  one.  If  you  just  try  to  get  in  the  private
circle of the big executives, you can probably make them feel uncomfortable, because
you  have  not  paid  the  price  yet  and  the  rest  of  the  co-workers  will  feel  betrayed  or
offended by your interest,  presumptuous and false to their  eyes,  of  trying to enter to
the power circle. They will believe that you feel you are over them and then they will
close their circle not leaving you to enter to.

There are some techniques or tips, for example about reading and the way you express
are good for my special and personal interest, but is nothing new for me, at least one
part of it. I have always read the news, but what I found interesting, I must confess, is
the reading of their usual sections. I remember now my uncle George, when he was
Human Resources Director from Moulinex Vistar Group and removed the company from
Mexico City to Celaya City, in Guanajuato State… it is a big town, but not really a city,
no way to establish a comparison with our main capital city and when I visited him in a
weekend he was listening to local music, kind of country local non quality cheap music
to me, he simply told me he needed to learn to listen to what their workers listen and in
that moment I thought it was a kind of inadequate, even something stupid, but he
insisted me that it was not just to learn the thing, the goal was really trying to enjoy it.

I thought he was crazy. And now I see, not even crazy or stupid he was, the stupid and
crazy was me. There’s an old say: “... to the place you go, make what you see”.

Time management is not an easy thing, not even your place stuff. But again I am
talking  about  my  own  experience  and  how  it  is  applying  to  me  directly.  I  have  been
used to work alone, most of the time and I mean about the place, with my own office,
my own space and with many amenities around, where I have received many people,
but I was the chief, so it was easy to receive anyone I wanted and even not to receive
anyone I didn’t wanted to. I could decorate my place as I wanted and I didn’t even care
about what they think of my personal interests, things and even the music I played in
my private office.  Now life has charged the invoice to me. I work in a public multiple
workstations, with the precise space for just my basic things.

No place for any sweet decoration, or a delicate stuff that can be broke from anyone of
the cleaning department.  You can’t work with any private indicators, any special
information, nor to say some confidential reports or your favorite personal pictures or
books. In fact, if you are going to have some family pictures or other things, you must
understand very well that around you there are many people with different life kinds
and styles.
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Not all the people are to be honored. Some are liars, envious, have complex ideas,
treacherous, they could felt offended, aggrieved, bothered, instead of attracting them
the originality of you they will probably feel it like an offense, instead of attracting
them the spectacular, the fine things, the elegant things, the lofty things, they will be
felt minimized, humiliated or without arriving at such extremes intimidated, they will
not want to make friendship with you by seeing that you have what they don’t. It is not
easy. But at the same time, you can use that as a tool for your own leverage. In every
place people want leaders, so you can choose special things that can be used and that
can  help  the  rest  of  them  or  make  them  easier  tasks  and  in  silence  they  will  start
noticing the difference. They will sure talk about you. They will start to take a look to
your place, your stuff any moment when you are not there, they will seat in your chair,
take a look at your place and your space. It is ideal to let them just now the iceberg of
you, just the upper part, not your inner part and that is to say, as a strategy, the best I
have noticed in this time. Let them now some things you want to make, but not what
you really think.

Let them know what you know that will make them comfortable, what will make them
fear if that’s what you want. Let them think about you as a team worker, but not just
from the things you have in your place, but for the things that passion you. For example
if your passion are the cars, motorcycles or trips, show them a little of it. If your
passion is dogs and you want to be perceived as that, let them take a little bite. I know
that this is not a technical book, but the receipts it has can help anyone who is trying to
make  the  best  of  his  recent  time  in  a  company.  It  is  very  important  to  overturn  the
stress. Instead of being against you, you must use it to your own leverage.

The stress of the new job starts when you are looking a new one. But is not the same to
look for a new one when you have another, because you are looking for something
better, than the stress generated when you don’t have any.  At the same time, having a
job can be an obstacle for your search, because you cant move as easily as you want,
probably you are lying to your boss whenever you have a date or a business meeting,
probably you get late to a normal meeting with your team and you can start feeling
remorse. But that the easy part. That’s the performer part. Really what I think is that
when you  have  some security  in  your  actual  job,  you  can’t  be  as  convincing  as  when
you don’t have any.

And again, probably the advantage could be a disadvantage. If you have a job and are
asked to begin in the new job really soon, probably you are not able to do so and then
probably you will have to lie in your job or resign quickly and in a precipitated way, not
giving the chance of any anticipation for your boss to invite another candidate that
substitutes you, not even the chance to train a new one in your job. Probably the new
employer will look for people that have a very difficult and precarious economical
situation. Who knows?

The thing that is important to me, at this point is to know that even if you have difficult
days without any formal job, weeks, months or even years, you will have to try not to
give the impression of a guy with lots of debts. Nobody cares about the debts and the
problems of anyone. Hey will probably give more ears to the brilliant stories, but no one
cares about the other tragedies. Like the old song says: “Fly, fly, fly higher, do not be a
seagull  in the sea.  People throw to kill  when we fly under”.  We should be trusty,  not
someone to distrust from.
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As  a  new  directive,  (I  think  as  the  one  I  was  and  I  am  doing  my  best  to  be  soon  a
director here),  we must apply everything we know and everything we have proved in
the recent career so we achieve the goals soon. We must create a special image of us in
order to shine in the new position. It is not that difficult to be a director. I think that
the most difficult part is to maintain there. So we should do a special effort in taking a
clear look of the picture. We must detect which ones of the actual directors are willing
to be and have the right skills to grow in the organization.

For example, which one could be a Senior Director, who has the abilities of growing to
be a General Director or a Region Director or a Vice President or more? Which one of
those can use our job to succeed? Which abilities of the ones we got are able to make
him grow? Are we well appreciated from those special executives? What can we do to
make that happen? How can we make them trust our instincts, our acumen, our
recommendations, how to make them want us to work with them and for them? But we
should  take  a  close  look  to  those  elements  that  can  be  part  of  our  future  team.  Let’s
just think we are going to be Directors in one year. In just one year. Necessarily we are
going  to  need  a  team  that  reports  us,  a  team  to  develop  and  a  team  that  make  the
things we want happen.

We will need people to whom we can trust for the job, for the activities and people that
we know will cover us in the personal terrains. We will need then, people that want to
grow,  but  not  people  that  are  urged  to,  because  probably  they  will  fly  to  other
companies desperately. We will look then for people that make us feel well, that make
the  job  easier  and  that  make  the  teamwork  a  pleasure  and  not  for  people  that  make
conflicts  in  any  task  they  do,  which  make  gossips  and  tangles  with  everyone.  In  few
words we will like for our own team skillful people, honest, loyal, compromised, brave,
ambitious, objective and persistent, charismatic, that can inclusive be more skillful
than we are, but that know to expect its shift and aspire not so much to treason us in
some moment.

How can we know about all those skills in a group of new people in just one year? Well,
easy. We have to make a concise, quick and efficient targeted networking. We will have
to talk, to work and to provoke many meetings with many people. We must do our
homework. We must invest of our precious time a good amount of it. It is not easy. We
must learn quickly and process all the information as soon as we can. We must make
some  tests  to  those  people.  We  must  interest  in  them,  we  must  ask  them  special
questions in order to let them know we care about them, more like persons than
employees. We must ask them what they think of the job, even what they think of their
bosses, but the chance to do that is very little, because you are not knew all the time,
obviously you are knew just a few months.

Then, when you ask about it, people know that is part of a strategy. Then, the sole
question won’t have the same effect. The question must be accompanied with other
efforts  that  show  them  that  you  are  real  and  not  just  a  Director  interested  in
conforming the new team. For example, you will probably start talking about your
concerns; give some insights about your personal life. Like talking about some “human”
problems, in order to make them know you a little more and comprehend that you are
also a human. Not just as the big director, but as a normal persona. Then when you feel
that connection, you can ask and is very probable that you will find a good response.

Networking is establishing all your adequate connections for your near and long future.
You must  try  to  do  your  best  since  the  first  day.  You  must  feel  the  importance  of  it,
comparing this case with the people that work in the entertainment industry.
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The ones that sing must sing the best they can the day of their casting. The ones that
act and perform must do so effectively that they can make the audience cry, jump, feel
angry, offended, sad and happy or enjoy an enormous laughter. The ones that work in
an office should give confidence, teach what we know, we should explain with
patience, speak slowly; we should permit us to have other ideas and one must seek the
form to express them without offending nobody; we should work in equipment, to exalt
what we see good and to indicate carefully what we see badly; we should do many
efforts by helping others, without leaving ourselves begin to do their jobs.

The ones we are entering to a new business should show that we are good, necessarily
that we are not the best.  We should teach winner shots, we should make touchdowns
and  we  should  play  to  win,  some  times  individually  and  other  in  team.   In  several
occasions we should lose to gain and never loose that of sight.  One must be very open
to the criticism, in fact, we should seek that those who criticize us make it quickly, we
should  achieve  to  show  that  what  they  are  telling  is  us  very  important  and  also  we
should pay attention not just too outer. If really what are telling us certain, hence
better for us.

Being criticized signifies that they are putting us attention. Once criticized, we should
show to the ones that did it that we are already working on it, so that they see that the
time invested in criticize us was valuable and if it is somewhat easy to correct, better
for them seeing that we already did it. In essence, we should consider that to do this is
all  a career.  Is like a competence.  The only way to win a tournament is  to see us like
winners since the beginning.

Do winner movements. It doesn’t matter if we slip-up, while we don’t do something in
excess  coarse  or  gross.  Having  falls  is  normal;  it  can  also  be  beneficial  to  show  our
weakness in something,  the valuable thing is  getting over.  Therefore I  believe that it
serves to act in something momentarily. Is worth to conceal an error and to be able to
correct it, because what people admire is not an error, is a success and to be misguided
does it any favor, but to correct it is something not everybody does well.

We have to think about being the better candidates, to think that any can vote of
ourselves, for or against us, from the president of the organization, to the sweeper,
from the director of the region of countries in which we work, to the watchman that
opens  us  the  office  in  the  morning.  As  well  as  we  want  to  be  we  who  choose  their
equipment some day, first they will choose us to form part of their equipment.

This we have to do fine and with good humor, we should work as if we were surgeon
doctors  and  what  we  do  were  medical  surgeries,  we  should  do  it  accordingly  to
illustrate what is important of our work is that errors are not accepted, where not
whims can be done, where an error would be able to signify the life of one of ours
patients or of one of the patients. We should work as if it was a casting. Each day we
should do our better effort, including tolerating the frustration; by being the like the
winners of the Oscar academy awards, by being the best... since day one!
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GAME THEORY AT WORK

Remember  how  Odysseus  or  Ulysses  played  the  game?  Even  more,  how  nowadays
there  are  many  Ulysses  around  us  manipulating  us,  making  us  pieces  of  the  master
strategy game, the chess we all play in our lives and, again, I found many similarities
with my new job. How a company needs something to be achieved and how that goal
will have to travel in the form of thoughts, plans, strategies, argosies, intrigues, spies
and many other gracious figures that will play with the goal in mind, but using first
their  own needs as reasons to shape the initial  goal  for the time when accomplished,
obtaining the most possible benefits.

Just like the Greek Gods played and react after something happened, rewarding those
who obeyed satisfactorily their directions and punishing those who disobeyed them;
changing their mind when someone told them that any instruction was defeated or
modified and again, returning to the first point of view if another story was told; falling
in  different  excesses  like  giving  their  own children  as  sacrifices  because  some oracle
told something or because it was needed for a superior cause.

Those  Gods  were  as  humans  as  we are,  so  it  is  nothing  to  be  surprised  now that  the
humans of today most important companies feel, act, communicate, direct, leader,
think and believe as if they are gods-like too. As long as they can manipulate the many
activities to be done in a corporate business, they can help in the process or affect the
ones that are not “subscribed” on their team. That’s the main rule of the game, the
master game. The game analogy that I liked better is the Coordination Mass Game.

I love to think in moving masses. I think that the real game is to play making the
players believe that they are winning, but making them the necessary for us to win. It
is a manipulation game, with positive feelings, sincere attempts, with enthusiastic
efforts for achieving a global goal in which our goal being determinant makes us feel
great for the lived day.

We must do whatever is needed to feel ok with us, because that way we would be able
to help others, to show others how they can also feel great sometimes, someday and as
soon  all  the  players  feel  great,  the  greater  the  play  will  be.  It  takes  “diplomacy”,
“building relationship”, “people skills”, “second efforts” and many, many other
manipulating resources to achieve a global goal.

It is not just to order the whole organization to do something. We must manipulate
positively the way they think about the order we want to give. It’s to convince the
people that what they are going to do is the best combination, the best solution, the
best clue and sometimes also let them think that they have found the answer, the
solution, the option and the way by themselves. Making them believe that it was no
order.

It’s related to draw a path with the whole team efforts, but doing it so well, that all of
them think even that they are smarter and have more wisdom than you do. Of course
let them something to be proud of, even motivated with prizes or recognition, but first
of all, making them proud of doing it as if the whole system was directed by them, not
by you.
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Let the creativity take an important place where it detonates the players results, where
the  ideas  play  and  interact,  influence  in  the  players  and  let  hem react,  at  the  end,  in
way they want, but in any of the previous anticipated ways you wanted before sharing
the goal or the order with them. The smooth difference is achieving the same results
you wanted or even better, through the anticipated chances you let them take. In other
words, let them do whatever they want to, but inside the anticipated chances you
shared them. That way when the time to play comes, everybody wins and you win more
above all.

I  will  do  my  best  in  order  to  achieve  this  goal.  I  do  believe  in  this  kind  of  gentle
persuasion and how it is a positive tool for the companies, I am confident that people
also wants this kind of leadership, because in this game at the end is to make the
Company  better  for  us  to  be  better  in  the  Company.  Isn’t  that  just  simply  Great?  To
have  the  power  and  the  skills  to  do  so!  “You may say  I'm a  dreamer  but  I'm not  the
only one I hope someday you'll join us and the Company will work as one!”
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